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60 MINUTES WITH X.

The new Mercedes X-Class was launched in the UK with a 
exceptional star-studded event at Printworks. Attending 
the event were TV celebrities, motoring journalists, top UK 
influencers, press and of course Tinie Tempah who was the 
surprise live act on the night. 

Dotted around the arena were six impeccable, awe-inspiring 
Mercedes-Benz X-Class pickups with one being transformed 
into a DJ booth and another acting as an assistant at the bar 
with its ice-packed loading area.

As the stopwatch hit 00:00 it was time for the legendary Tinie 
Tempah to take centre stage for a 60 minute set, playing all the 
old school classics and a couple of his more recent tracks.

MERCEDES.

60 MINUTES WITH X.

60 MINUTES WITH X.
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To celebrate the launch of the new Toyota C-HR, Milla 
Jovovich and a cast of famous faces from across Europe 
starred in an unforgettable immersive drive-through 
theatre experience – the first of its kind!

Staged within the immense space of Printworks, they 
took one hundred guests on a virtual journey through five 
European cities: Berlin, Milan, Paris, Barcelona and London. 
Narrated throughout by Milla Jovovich, the story flowed 
seamlessly from city to city, inspired by the flowing design 
of the new Toyota C-HR.  

The immersive, multi-sensory experience transported 
participants from a light show in Berlin across Europe to a 
fashionable London bar where they were greeted by Milla 
herself, not before stopping in at a high fashion catwalk 
in Milan, a Parisian casino and flash-mob club scene in 
Barcelona along the way. 

The C-HR was the star of the show. From the dynamic drive and 
stylish diamond design to the sophisticated interior and JBL 
concert hall sound system, key features of the C-HR inspired 
each scene.

TOYOTA. 

THE NIGHT THAT 
FLOWS.

THE NIGHT THAT 
FLOWS.

THE NIGHT THAT 
FLOWS.
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Fuso launched the world’s first fully electric-powered light truck 
at Printworks. VIPs, media and industry experts enjoyed a first-
look at the all-electric 7.5 tonne truck, the eCanter. 

As guests gathered in Printworks’ Vanway for the big-reveal, 
MD of Mercedes Benz and Fuso Trucks UK, Mike Belk spoke of 
Fuso’s ambition to participate in the active reduction of harmful 
pollutants. 

In one awe-inspiring moment, the trucks drove into Vanway, 
running through the dual presentation screens and down an 
aisle between the audience, whilst a live violinist accompanied 
the big reveal.

Potential customers and traders were offered the opportunity 
to test-drive the trucks for themselves. Trialling the eCanter in 
Printworks’ outdoor grounds, guests could envision the electric 
journeys of the future.

Printworks’ Publishing space offered an opportunity to take 
another look at the trucks in a detailed expo. With food and 
drink supplied by preferred partners Moving Venue, invitees 
could take time to discuss an exciting time of industry 
developments. Printworks’ vast industrial interiors became an 
ideal backdrop for taking-in eCanter’s innovative design in more 
detail.

 

FUSO.

E-CANTER 
LAUNCH EVENT.

E-CANTER 
LAUNCH EVENT.
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Journalists, dealers and a star-studded line up came 
together at Printworks London to witness the global launch 
of Triumph’s latest bike: The Bonneville Bobber. End-to-end 
event management, production, creative and tech went into 
delivering the exhilarating live press launch in record time.

Precise execution launched in true Triumph style with 60 metres 
of unadulterated indoor drag racing from World Champions Carl 
Fogarty MBE and Freddie Spencer.

Powerful and brand reflective, maximum shareability was stirred 
through the use of eclectic elements - from a live headline set 
from the Vaccines and dynamic staging for the main attraction: 
The Bonneville Bobber.

 

TRIUMPH.

BONNEVILLE 
BOBBER LAUNCH.
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When GQ Magazine wanted industrial-chic surroundings to 
off-set the hottest hatchbacks and hyper-cars, Printworks’ 
Publishing space offered all the inspiration needed. In a film 
promoting the GQ Car Awards 2018, the 12-winning vehicles 
were shot in a time lapse sequence that utilised the raw 
industrial backdrop of Publishing’s interior.

With a quick shooting turnaround, Printworks’ voluminous 
space offered all the scope to host 12 high-profile cars, 
enabling the filming crew to take multiple shots in just one day. 
Printworks allows easy access for large-scale vehicles; meaning 
the logistics of moving the cars in and out of the venue were 
seamless. With Printworks’ large power and operational 
flexibility, the team created stunning visual effects using an 
assortment of lighting equipment to highlight the infrastructure 
as well as amplify the steely force of the impressive cars.

 

GQ.

CAR AWARDS 2018.

CAR AWARDS 2018.

JUST EAT 
CAR AWARDS 2018.
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Printworks London surfaced as the winning space to propel a 
global launch event, celebrating the second season of Amazon 
Prime’s flagship show “The Grand Tour”. Printworks’ Press Halls, 
Reel Storage and HSBC proved their versatile ability to drive 
lasting impressions and power the event into the fast-lane. 

Printworks became transformed into a Grand Tour-themed 
alternative-world. VIP attendees followed a bespoke journey, 
witnessing a projection of the “Grand Tour” logo on the venue’s 
façade. An immersive walkway through the Press Halls to the 
cloakroom included an absorbing soundscape of Season 1 
quotes.  Illuminated by architectural lighting, the Press Halls 
combined dazzling tyre motive gobos with promotional video 
clip projections. 

HSBC was recast as a screening auditorium for guests to view 
the premiere episode, ahead of its next-day public streaming. 
500 tiered seats were installed for VIPs to enjoy specially 
designed ‘drive-in’ style cinema cars to sit in. Additionally, 
competition winners and invited fans were seated in traditional 
cinema-style raked seating. A ‘Grand Tour’ branded bar invited 
guests to enjoy tipples whilst they took in a unique exhibition of 
Season 1 Props. 

A bespoke engagement area with photographic opportunities 
and Instagrammable signage was created. A street-food feast of 
“James Gour-May” Burgers, “Clarkson’s Topdogs”, “Hammond’s 
Flatouts” and “Pitstop Pies” energised guests into the night. 
As DJ’s took to the decks, HSBC metamorphosed into a vibrant 
post-premiere after-party. 

GRAND TOUR.
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